
 past. This is no easy task, and it will take most of Lula and the
 PT leadership's political energies to successfully overcome
 this rising tension.

 The persuasion of the rank-and-file of the PT toward
 compromise is particularly difficult because of the very na-
 ture of party politics in Brazil, and especially PT politics.
 Given the vast area of the country, its perennial communica-
 tions and transportation troubles, and its social heterogene-
 ity, party politics have always been markedly local in nature.
 The Worker's Party itself was born out of trade unionism in
 São Paulo in 1979 and did not incorporate significant num-
 bers of professional politicians or students in its ranks until
 the late 1980s. It is a truly local, mass movement, grassroots
 party that is divided into no less that six factions along the
 political spectrum - Lula's Articulation is only one of these
 factions. In other words, the PT is an excellent specimen
 of the local party politics at work. However, because of the
 demographic and geographic conditions of Brazil, presiden-
 tial politics have tended to be particularly broad in scope.
 Only by compromising on key issues did Lula and the PT
 achieve sufficient electa bili tyto become the driving force of
 the 2002 elections.

 The result of this combination of entrenched local

 machinery and broad national appeal has been a progres-
 sive disconnect between the leadership and rank-and-file
 of the PT. This alienation was powerfully demonstrated in
 the assassination of Celso Daniel, mayor of Santo Andre
 and a main PT leader, by radical elements of the Brazilian
 left wing, the Brazilian Revolutionary Action Front. It is
 alienation that has made persuasion of the rank-and-file
 more and more difficult.

 Given this major hurdle, there are two possibilities on
 the horizon: one is that Lula will manage to effect an as-
 similation of the rank-and-file into the new pragmatism of
 the PT, and that the Worker's Party will move definitively
 to the political center, much as the Labor Party did in the
 United Kingdom; the other is that the Party's efficiency will
 be undermined by Lula and the leadership's pragmatism, as
 the rank-and-file become progressively more alienated, and
 the PT's grip on power slowly weakens.

 The first scenario would require that the government
 policies born out of compromise succeed, at least nominally.
 This success would help to silence the opposition to Lula's
 pragmatism and begin to gain the confidence of the PT
 rank-and-file. There are certain positive signs: Cardoso's
 economic policies did, and continue to, bear some fruit, and
 Lula has done much to quell investors' fears over his leftist
 background. Yet, there are many issues that still can prove
 decisive and, if improperly handled, detrimental to Lula's
 government: crime and corruption in Brazil's major cities,
 and pension reform plans, are two prime examples.

 The second scenario is the most likely if only because
 it requires inaction, which in critical times and complex

 political systems like Brazil's is not uncommon. In this
 scenario, Lula manages to succeed in international affairs,
 which require executive action almost exclusively, but gets
 bogged down in national issues as his already tenuous base
 in the legislature collapses under the tensions created by his
 new pragmatism.

 Will Lula truly live up to his reputation as an incom-
 parable leader of the masses and persuade his party's rank-
 and-file to follow him into uncharted territory, or will he
 be unable to resolve the paradox inherent in his political
 strategy? It is only a question of time before one or the other
 scenario becomes evident. HI

 Episode II
 US Ballistic Missile Defense

 staff writer

 HONOR HSIN

 The restricted missile of effort mutually 1972 to defense Anti-Ballistic curb US assured the and systems. Cold Soviet destruction Missile War Based development arms (ABM) on and race, the Treaty in logic each an of

 restricted US and Soviet development of
 missile defense systems. Based on the logic
 of mutually assured destruction and in an
 effort to curb the Cold War arms race, each

 country was allowed to deploy limited ground-based missile
 defense facilities at one site. Development or deployment
 of sea-, air-, or space-based systems was prohibited. By the
 early 1980s, however, strategic analysts in the United States
 were concerned that the Soviets had developed a first-strike
 capability large enough to debilitate US forces and destroy
 cities. On March 23, 1983, US President Ronald Reagan
 unveiled plans for the strategic space-based missile defense
 initiative, or "Star Wars," project. This extensive system
 would destroy missiles in their early stages of launch, while
 they were still loaded with multiple warheads and decoys.

 The Star Wars project sparked widespread criticism
 and debate for its cost, feasibility, and encroachment on
 the ABM treaty. Furthermore, the Soviet collapse at the
 end of the decade caused a restructuring of strategy to fo-
 cus on threats from shorter-range theater missiles (mostly
 against US forces abroad) and ground-based defense, such
 as the Patriot interceptor system deployed in Iraq to protect
 against Iraqi SCUD missile attacks in the 1991 Gulf War.
 Nonetheless, the United States continued to develop lim-
 ited-strike defense systems, with plans for a more extensive
 ground-based national missile defense and a space-based
 global defense scheme protecting deployed US forces from
 missile attacks.

 On June 14, 2001, a significant turn of events oc-
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 curred: under US President George Bush's administration,
 the United States withdrew from the ABM treaty. The next
 day, construction began at Fort Greely, Arkansas, the site of
 a new extended missile defense testbed that would prepare
 the United States to defend against ballistic attacks from
 rogue states or terrorist organizations, to whom the principle
 of mutually assured destruction is insufficient deterrent. In
 1998, an independent commission under current US Sec-
 retary of Defense Donald Rumsfield concluded that efforts
 by "potentially hostile" countries to obtain ballistic missiles
 with biological or nuclear payloads posed a significant threat
 to the United States and its allies within the near future.

 In fact, in August 1998, North Korea launched an impres-
 sive (albeit unsuccessful) test of its Taepo Dong- 1 missile,
 fuelling fears of a potential missile attack on US soil. In
 the proposed 2004 defense budget, US$7.7 billion will be
 allocated for the development of missile defenses under the
 proposed ABM system.

 There are many reasons why the United States should
 refrain from developing and deploying such an extensive
 missile defense system. First, the perceived risk of a ballistic
 attack has been questioned: a 1995 national intelligence es-
 timate concluded that a missile attack on the US homeland

 was not likely in the next 1 5 years, and the total number of
 long-range intercontinental ballistic missiles in the world
 has actually decreased significantly since the Cold War. The
 number of countries attempting to develop ballistic missiles
 has also decreased, and those that are still trying are poorer
 and less technologically advanced than states 15 years ago.
 Unclassified satellite images of North Korean test facilities
 reveal a primitive program, and, as the Carnegie Endowment
 for International Peace has noted, adding a nuclear warhead
 to a missile requires difficult manufacturing techniques (such
 as switching from SCUD steel bodies to low-weight, high-
 strength alloys and ensuring that the warhead is small and
 sturdy enough to fit the missile). Furthermore, as mentioned
 in the 2001 national intelligence estimate, it is still more
 likely that a nuclear or biological attack within US territories
 will be the result of a terrorist event, against which missile
 defenses are useless. Clearly, there exist less difficult means of
 weapons delivery, such as by vehicles, ships, or suitcases.

 Second, US research into ballistic missile defenses has
 been sharply criticized. Only Patriot land-based, short-range
 systems have been shown to work, but even these systems
 failed at least one-third of the time in the 1991 Gulf War,
 according to an independent study by the Massachusetts
 Institute of Technology. This contradicts the 96 percent
 success rate that the Pentagon has claimed. Separate inves-
 tigations on the 1997 ballistic missile defense tests, where
 it was claimed that defenses could successfully differentiate
 between real missiles and decoys, showed that the signal-
 noise ratio of the tests was so great that all data were useless.
 Worse yet, the Pentagon began classifying missile defense

 The director of the US Ballistic Missile Defense Organization
 stands next to a warhead at the Pentagon.

 data in 2002, while scientists were claiming that there was
 still no solid evidence that missile defenses could work. As

 of February 2003, the Bush administration has also asked
 Congress to exempt ballistic missile defenses from the
 Pentagon's operational testing routine before deployment,
 raising alarms over the effectiveness of any systems that will
 be deployed in the future. Wolfgang Panofsky, director of the
 Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, concluded that although
 the United States has researched missile defense for several

 decades at a total cost of US$100 billion, "no national missile
 defenses are in sight."

 Finally, there is the question of international stability.
 Regional missile defense development has already alarmed
 certain states, including the nuclear superpower China,
 which has expressed concern over Japan's and possibly
 Taiwan's inclusion under the US missile defense shield.

 China and Russia will also feel pressured to increase forces
 to overcome the nuclear imbalance caused by missile defense.
 A US ballistic missile defense system is unlikely to contrib-
 ute to national or global security, sparking an arms race of
 weapons and a defense psychology that hinders diplomacy
 and non-proliferation dialogue. Ill
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